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INTRODUCTION

FroXX Industries

FroXx Industries

Industry 4.0 is only possible
with digitalization

Digitalization is becoming part of the entire value chain. We are helping to shape the Digital
Transformation in the workplace.
“We are doing this with technology processes based on the DevOps model in combination
with Continuous Integration. We use Augmented Reality (AR) and Mixed Reality (MR)
technologies. AR describes an extension of reality through virtual content, for example via
smartphones or smart glasses. Virtual content can include texts, photos, graphics, or threedimensional objects."
Rodrigo Beyer Fernandez, C-level EVP| Edge Technology | Digital Transformation | Advisory
Board | Entrepreneur | Innovator
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ABOUT APPLIED XR
SOLUTIONS

Industries
TELECOM
Remote support for network and
antenna deployments
Telecom companies experience a significant
increase in installation and maintenance
activities of equipment and base stations due
to the roll-out of 5G mobile networks. And here,
using our XR solutions improves Mean Time to
resolve technical issues and reduces travel
costs by providing real-time remote support for
site visits.

IT INFRASTRUCTURE

By using these solutions, the technical
expertise can be shared remotely anywhere,
anytime, with on-site field technicians. This
increases the effective use of scarce expertise
and, as a result, also reduces the time to deploy
new equipment and costs.

www.froxx-industries.com
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Smart Hands for Data Centers and Cloud
Computing Services
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AUTOMOTIVE,
INSURANCE, UTILITIES &
HOME APPLIANCES
Visual Assistance for immediate support,
maintenance and rapid response for
emergencies.

FroXx Industries

Visual Assistance contributes to more effective
diagnosis, a higher First Call Resolution rate,
and a better customer experience overall. For
example, when any customer contacts a call
centre agent, they can provide a diagnosis to
prequalify any issue by using Visual
Assistance, and determine whether this
particular issue can be resolved by providing
directly to the customer the instructions
needed, or if of course, a site visit by a
technician or an engineer is required.

www.froxx-industries.com
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XR Field Solution
The Extended Reality (XR) Field solution creates an immersive
environment with guided, visual and audio instructions for 5G
network equipment deployments and maintenance. The solution
uses Mixed Reality and Microsoft HoloLens 2 devices to support
faster deployment and maintenance of 5G network equipment. The
HoloLens 2 device creates an immersive view of the workspace and
equipment for the technician wearing the device. As the technician
carries out the relevant procedures, the device provides step-bystep holographic instructions and guidance linked to the relevant
part of the equipment or workspace.

A Field Technician arrives
on-site,
starts
their
HoloLens 2 device, and
launches
FroXx's
XR
application
Identifies
equipment
(picture, QR code, bar
code)
Retrieves
related
3D
Images, procedures, and
manuals from the cloud
Executes installation/maintenance tasks
Requests support from Remote Expert 
Installation/maintenance procedure done. The Field Technician
records a video of equipment or takes photos and uploads them
to the cloud.

www.froxx-industries.com
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Visual Assistance
How does it work?

FroXx Industries

1. The Customer Support specialist sends a message with an
access link for a video call to the customer or field technician.
2. The customer or field technician starts the video call on their
mobile device with just one click. They don’t need to download an
app.
3. The Customer Support specialist sees what the customer or field
technician sees through the camera of their mobile device.
4. The Customer Support specialist guides the customer or field
technician through the relevant procedures step-by-step by
providing real-time verbal instructions and visual guidance (e.g.
notes, drawings) on their mobile device’s screen.

www.froxx-industries.com
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Web-based: no app needed
One-click session request
Invitation link by email/SMS/any messenger
Video streaming and photo mode with screen sharing
Real-time information sharing 
Session recording
File sharing
Self-ticketing system (with history of customer tickets)
AR-based annotations: pointer, free-hand drawings, arrows,
circles, rectangles, text to markers
256-bit AES end-to-end encryption
Screen freeze mode
Chat sessions
HD VoIP
Web API

www.froxx-industries.com
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XR Pick-to-Light
Pick-to-Light (PtL) is an intuitive
order picking system, using lights
that streamline the picking
process for the installation of
equipment on an assembly line.
The system is used at a
workstation on the assembly line.
XR smart glasses guide the
operator to get the right part from
each shelf.
XR smart glasses read the QR codes (or barcodes) and retrieve all
necessary details for the operator to perform the specific task.
Using the XR PtL system on an assembly line offers the following
benefits:

FroXx Industries

A reduction in errors in assembly activities
A flexible system that can be applied to different use cases
Ease of integration with different systems due to its software
capabilities
Increased efficiency

www.froxx-industries.com
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RESULTS OF
RESEARCH AND
DEVELOPMENT

The spurring rise in e-learning, gaming & entertainment, medical, military
& aerospace sectors creates vast growth opportunities. Market Research
Future (MRFR) states that the global refrigeration coolers market
valuation will reach USD 9.21 billion by 2023, which is expected to
escalate further at a massive 43.28% CAGR during the review period
(2022-2030).
Besides, the rising demand for MR from the automotive industry boosts
market revenues. Immersive technologies have witnessed tremendous
prominence, enhancing learning, knowledge sharing & collaboration,
remote work, and many more. Some mixed reality apps are more
effective in breaking down barriers hampering accessibility
enhancement. The technology has evolved from its introductory phase
and serves more serious purposes.
Mixed Reality (MR) refers to using VR and AR technologies to create an
environment with physical and virtual objects that interact in real-time.
MR relays images or videos over a screen showing through a mobile
camera, smart glasses, and headsets. The ability to interact with the
virtual and physical world at the same time is a key aspect of mixed
reality technologies, allowing a huge number of potential applications.
Examples of Mixed Reality in Real Life
Mixed reality is increasingly used in developing the stability &
functionality needed for widespread personal and commercial use.
Gaming companies are fostering the use of AR, VR, and MR content.
Mixed reality systems are found everywhere, though not as widely
available as VR and AR technologies. MR devices are being developed
and fine-tuned as the use of some real-world examples of mixed reality
technologies is growing exponentially.

www.froxx-industries.com
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Growing Mixed Reality
Applications in
Businesses & Gaming
Boost Revenue Growth
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Today, mixed reality has transformed learning and can solve business
problems & enhance the gaming experience. With the increasing number
of applications and growing use in industrial and commercial fields, most
use cases of mixed reality technologies are expected to have different
applications within different fields or sectors. MR has transformed the
gaming era by introducing the real world into an immersive gaming
experience. It is further set to become a game-changer in many areas of
life.
Mixed Reality Learning Benefits
MR demonstrates vast potential in learning & education, making
subjects interactive and learning easy. Though the use of mixed reality in
the teaching field is a recent phenomenon, it has already shown
impressive results in student engagement and retention. Mixed reality
offers many advantages in learning, including significant cost savings,
increased learner productivity, faster learning, increased safety, and
more.
MR can also make it possible to learn and train simultaneously, providing
workers with virtual exposure to complex & potentially dangerous
equipment or critical scenarios that are difficult to recreate in real life.
Applying immersive technologies in medical education helps stimulate
the experience of various complex surgical operations and thus can help
medical students and doctors practice surgical procedures.
HoloAnatomy is another healthcare educational application based on
mixed reality technology, which assists in the study of human anatomy in
detail through digital and immersive tools. Immersive environments
created by MR allow learners to assimilate complex information in a
shorter time while reducing information bottlenecks and improving
performance on skills-based tasks.
Mixed Reality Examples in Business and Retail
MR is a powerful tool that has the potential to improve business
processes. Therefore, most major companies invest heavily in
implementing MR to gain entirely new immersive experiences. Some of
the MR promises in business include enhanced communication,
increased productivity, more accessible training, and more efficient
project development.

14
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Using mixed reality devices to conduct life-like meetings can enhance
communication and eliminate the need for business travel & commuting.
Mixed reality increases productivity by enabling real-time collaboration
and troubleshooting through a live video stream. Mixed reality allows
more accessible training, allowing employees to train new skills in a
simulated environment without risking company assets during the
process.
Realistic holograms can significantly contribute to quality assurance and
control processes by improving planning and design processes. Many
automakers have successfully adopted mixed reality technology to
improve quality control for engine assembly operations. Many brands are
already mixed reality powers to bring retail to the next level and, thus,
grow traction and customer loyalty.
Mixed reality has all the powers to bring retail to the next level, enabling
a powerful product presentation tool for businesses at trade shows. MR
in retail merchandising allows merchandising managers to save time
otherwise spent studying how to display units or store promotions to
enhance customer experience. In addition to enabling users to
experience a fictional world, MR adds intelligence to the virtual content.
As mixed reality devices are hyper-aware of their real-world
surroundings, they have the power to layer flat content on top of the
view while taking physics, gravity, and real-world dimensions into
account to create immersive experiences. Mixed reality will replace
smartphones, computers, and TVs in the future. The rise of the
metaverse, where physical and digital worlds come together through the
Internet, is another major factor accelerating mixed reality market
growth.
Professional Use Cases of Mixed Reality
In addition to helping professionals to efficiently and accurately perform
their work, mixed reality offers an effective to onboard and train new
recruits. All the major tech companies are striving to develop exciting
new applications for different industries to stay ahead in the mixed
reality space. Some have developed mixed reality viewer applications
that can help surgeons better understand the surgery.
Instead of comparing patient images on a screen, they can use
specialized glasses and headsets to map the images and allow a clearer
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perspective. In addition to allowing surgeons to visualize, these
headsets would also allow them to make incisions or perform other tasks
during procedures. Along with 5G, mixed reality can change the way
education is delivered, even in remote areas.
Construction is another such industry where a lot of visualization and
design is needed, and mixed reality solutions play an important role by
adding holographic data to the physical reality. This allows the workers
to see the design come to life, map out potential issues, and understand
the project more easily. They can also use specialized glasses &
headsets to measure space and carry out other work tasks to enhance
their workflow.
Hosting educators or guest lecturers via powered holograms or beaming
mixed-reality content into classrooms will soon be a reality. With many
telecoms carrying out 5G deployments, mixed reality is poised to evolve
further. MR will dramatically improve data speeds and enable
applications ranging from connected ambulances to cloud gaming.

FroXx Industries

Source: https://www.marketresearchfuture.com
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The Importance of
Digital Transformation:
A Business Necessity
The world has been moving at a very
quick pace, and both individuals and
businesses are compelled to adapt to
the changing trends. Businesses have
altered their entire way of operation in
the last few years. One thing to
understand here is that businesses had
been investing in Digital Transformation
way before the pandemic made it a
condition to their survival. Before the
pandemic, companies had to invest in
Digital Transformation to improve their
efficiency and productivity, now they
are doing it to stay relevant.

What should companies consider to achieve their Digital Transformation
goals in the current world?
Change is always difficult, and when you are looking for Digital
Transformation in your business, that may mean that you’ll have to slightly
change your organization’s culture and traditional practices. But you should
explain to your employees and all the stakeholders why the change is
necessary for the business. You should give them a reason for the change so
that they can understand it and stand behind its idea. The responsibility falls

www.froxx-industries.com
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Back in 2019, Forbes reported that out of all the companies that had a goal of
transforming to more digitalized operation, only 7% were actually able to
achieve their goal, which means that the rest of the companies were
unprepared for the pandemic that was coming in the following year.
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on the shoulders of top management to make sure that everyone is on board
with the change.
This is why we have identified four crucial points to succeed in achieving
Digital Transformation;
• Have a digital mindset,
• Explain why transformation is necessary,
• Set the right goals,
• Focus on the user.
Digital Transformation is a great accelerator for businesses. However, it is
still challenging for some businesses to keep up with emerging
technologies. Why is that?
Different businesses have different reasons for Digital Transformation.
Some want to improve their internal processes, while others want to
transform so that they can provide a better service to their customers. So,
your Digital Transformation will be based on your desired outcome.

The Tech industry is a very fast-moving sector, and we see new innovations
almost every day. Many of these innovations are in the field of Augmented
and Mixed Reality. Take, for example, the Metaverse. The design,
development, and functionality are all based upon technologies such as
Augmented Reality, Mixed Reality, and Blockchain.
At FroXx, we also believe in a human-centered approach to solving complex
challenges for our clients. We do believe in the importance of innovative
technology. We are currently working intensively on innovative solutions
using new technologies such as Extended Reality (XR) and Blockchain for
infrastructure and telecommunication companies.

www.froxx-industries.com
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How new technologies like Mixed and Augmented Reality are pushing
boundaries and moving businesses into Industry 4.0?
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What Makes Augmented
Reality (AR) the Way of
the Future?
With
technological
advancement
already underway, there’s a lot we can
envision regarding the world’s future.
Although we can’t see people moving
back and forth with a time machine, we
still have AR technology. It enhances
the way things work for us through
efficient, convenient, and healthier
ways. It brings value to both personal
and professional spheres of life.
Let’s learn how it’s paving the way for an advanced future.

AR innovation is advancing by leaps and bounds. Expert estimation shows
that the entire AR industry will be worth more than USD 76 billion by 2030,
which was USD 26.75 billion in 2021.
Furthermore, AR has the power to mix up reality with the virtual world,
whether as holographic projections, smart glasses, and more, which may lead
to smoother business processes and lead to a future transition globally.
AR in Telecommunication
In telecom equipment inspections, AR can be a handy addition for providing
real-time access to the hardware for remote professionals. Furthermore, it
can help with quick consultancy regarding equipment fixing or analyzing.

www.froxx-industries.com
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How is AR Achieving Success in Different Business Spheres?
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According to the recent market study by Technavio, the Augmented Reality and Virtual
Reality Market Share in Information Technology Industry is expected to increase by USD
162.71 billion from 2020 to 2025, with an accelerated CAGR of 46%.

AR in Industry 4.0
There are infinite ways to integrate AR into Industry 4.0 or the Smart
Industry to improve its work processes. It eases up organizing repairs,
inspection, maintenance, and even cleaning of production facilities. AR
adds superior precision and harnesses agile, innovative practices for a
seamless result.

AR has a role in transforming the box-like systems of the data centers into
a much more futuristic structure. Data center operations require a wide
array of sophisticated systems, modern machinery, and equipment that are
complex and require high expertise. AR can reduce complexity by allowing
technicians and professionals to verify live data from remote locations.

www.froxx-industries.com
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AR in Data centers
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Augmented Reality and The Future
Prior to the Covid-19 pandemic, businesses started adapting to remote work
strategies. In this regard, AR may become a part of businesses and our daily
lives. Although we may not yet see the OASIS levels of immersion present in
“Ready Player One,” we can certainly see the AR technology revolution in
the work sphere.
Conclusion

FroXx Industries

AR innovations are accelerating immensely, and business leaders recognize
their importance and benefits. It’s the future that is going to bring
revolution to the world.

www.froxx-industries.com
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CES, Las Vegas
2022
CES returned to Las Vegas as
a hybrid, live and
online
tradeshow and welcomed over
40,000 visitors, including 1800
media representatives from
around the world, with 11 indoor
and outdoor venues. The show
was a truly global event, with
30% of visitors traveling from
outside
the
U.S.
and
representing 119 countries.
FroXx Industries attended CES
on January 5-7 2022.
Now, that the jetlag has been overcome, and energy levels have been topped
up we can talk to the representatives of FroXx at CES Nicolas Lycas, Head of
Business Development, and Vasile Nedelcu, Chief Technologist and
discuss CES, market and trends.
What technology or solution did FroXx represent at CES?

The first solution is a WebRTC-based solution. The application is
designed to help and support Field Technicians who might need remote
support from Experts, while they are executing their tasks of installing or
maintaining equipment and they are facing an unexpected issue or they
encounter equipment not familiar to them
The second solution is based on XR (Extended Reality). The application is
designed to support Field Technician with the installation and
maintenance of IT and Telecom equipment in data centers or at telecom
network sites

www.froxx-industries.com
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Vasile Nedelcu: At CES 2022, FroXx presented two solutions:
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Who is the target audience and what is the target market of FroXx?
Nicolas LYCAS: As Vasile mentioned, we are currently working intensively
on solutions using technologies such as Extended Reality and Blockchain in
use cases specifically designed for IT infrastructure and telecommunication
companies, and our audience also expands to other industrial sectors
transforming into Industry 4.0 such as automotive, utilities and services.
What is the competitive advantage of FroXx in the XR technology market?
Vasile Nedelcu: FroXx XR application is available for Microsoft HoloLens 2
devices and uses different cloud services to support users in succeeding
with their tasks and goals and to support companies in achieving their
proposed key success factors.
It is an intuitive first-time-right solution for Field Technicians in data
centers and telecom network sites and facilitates real-time access to data
and insights, allowing smarter and faster decisions for organizations,
creating value, efficiency, and profitability.
How optimistic are your forecasts for the targeted market?

What are the trends of Industry 4.0 in 2022?
Vasile Nedelcu: There are several interesting trends in Industry 4.0 in 2022,
though, perhaps the most interesting for FroXx are the following:
ESG and supply chain disruptions will bring Industry 4.0 to the
forefront. ESG (Environmental, Social, and Corporate Governance) will be
the most important theme impacting businesses over the next decade. In

www.froxx-industries.com
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Nicolas LYCAS: Industry 4.0 technologies are used to optimize all aspects
of businesses. We know how the challenges of most companies lie in their
ability to adapt quickly to these emerging technologies, such as XR, smart
devices, and blockchain. We are very confident that our recent partnerships
and projects currently in development are going to have a positive impact
on our activity and increase awareness of the efficiency we deliver to our
customers.
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2022, platforms for analyzing a company’s environmental impact across its
supply chain will become more readily available and easier to integrate into
existing systems. Supply chain applications, especially those which are
Blockchain-based, which will help rebuild trust, especially in the aftermath
of the 2021 supply chain disruption.
Digital twins will become more complex and effective. Digital twins digest
data and use it to create representations of either a specific part of an
organization or the organization itself. They can apply to any system: a car,
a home, a factory, a power grid, a telecom network, or a city. Digital twins
enable the user to understand an asset’s condition, run simulations and
scenarios, and provide a digital snapshot for future maintenance.
Intelligent edge will become mainstream as a primary accelerator for
communication, especially for IoT devices. Edge computing will begin to
transform the Internet of Things (IoT) in 2022. What makes it intelligent is
that all data analytics functions are shifted to the edge of the network and
closer to the source of data generation. This reduces latency, which will
help to increase the uptake of Industry 4.0 technologies that require a near
real-time response. Intelligent edge will also improve data security since
data is not transported across several networks.

Vasile Nedelcu: FroXx, still a young company, tries to help customers in
their journey towards Industry 4.0. We have solutions that address some
aspects of the major theme of Industry 4.0 mentioned earlier.
For example, we are currently developing a Blockchain-based solution for
Inspection Management, a process that is part of the Supply Chain. The
solution is designed to offer a trusted and secure way to validate the
correctness of goods received and as an input when integrated with the
payment process.
FroXx solutions for Remote Assistance Support, using WebRTC technology,
as well as Holo Services, which is based on Extended Reality and related
technologies and devices, address in part both the Digital Twins and the
growing
importance
of
Intelligent
Edge.
With
these
two
solutions, FroXx supports its customers personnel (especially Field
Technicians in Data Centers and Telecom Networks sites) to execute their
activities and tasks and to achieve a higher First-Time-Right ratio. Another

www.froxx-industries.com
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In what direction are Industry 4.0 and FroXx in particular developing?
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benefit for FroXx’s customer is that both applications facilitate real-time
access to data and insights, allowing smarter and faster decisions for
organizations, creating value, efficiency, and profitability.
What are your impressions of CES?
Vasile Nedelcu: All-in-all it was an interesting show, even though it was
difficult in the current pandemic conditions. We know that several big
companies like Google, Microsoft, Apple, to name just a few, announced just
the week before the start of the show that their presence will not be
physical anymore, but they had only a virtual presence and only for a few
presentation sessions. We have seen some interesting trends and new
products, especially in the IoT space.
Nicolas LYCAS: The American market is a great source of inspiration for us
in Europe, and meeting IT professionals from the US and the whole world is
always insightful, especially after months of online events and meetings!
The show was a great experience for us, especially thanks to the
international dimension of the visitors and exhibitors, and the new ideas and
trends we can capture.
Was the fallout of the pandemic felt at CES?

What surprised you personally from the exhibition, what technologies
attracted your attention the most?
Vasile Nedelcu: The big number of startups that participated and maybe
the BMW car which was changing the colors. I didn’t meet Ameca (the
humanoid robot that can make a range of human-like facial expressions)
and therefore I cannot put Ameca on my list.

www.froxx-industries.com
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Nicolas LYCAS: As Vasile said, very large companies have decided shortly
before the opening of this edition to attend the event virtually, which is a
position we understand. For smaller companies such as FroXx, it remains a
great opportunity to share discussions and present our solutions to visitors
who are always curious to learn more about the technologies we work with.
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Nicolas LYCAS: Indeed, BMW had a particularly impressive car! What
probably struck me the most was how many companies focus now on
blockchain technology to improve business processes. This is very exciting
as we are ourselves developing a solution offering better user experience
for inspection and inventory management. It is great to notice we are
aligned with the current trend.
Have you already started preparing for other exhibitions? If yes, for which
ones?
Nicolas LYCAS: Yes, we are currently preparing ourselves for our next big
event, perhaps the most important one of the year in our activity, which is
the Mobile World Congress in Barcelona. We are looking forward to
presenting demos of our solutions to telecommunication carriers and CSPs.
Good luck with WMC and thank you for your time.

FroXx Industries

Nicky Babayeva,
Head of MarCom and Art Director
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How Digitalization
Boosts Business Growth

FroXx Industries

The global digital transformation market
size was evaluated at USD 608.72 billion
in 2021 and is expected to expand at a
compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of
23.1% from 2022 to 2030.
Digital
transformation
helps
organizations to cope with various risks
associated and handling disruption such
as rebuilding corporate, marketplace
fluctuation, and geopolitical conditions
that are unforeseen and can prompt
erratic outcomes. Moreover, moving
from conventional to new digitalized setup supports the introduction of many
new technically advanced products and services. Digital transformation can
transform, integrate and simplify daily business operations by enhancing
performance efficiently. It helps associations in organizing their operations
to save time and effort and efficiently make use of resources. Digital
transformation supplants traditional business processes with automation,
and hence reduces the chance of errors by users.

www.froxx-industries.com
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Digital transformation through the implementation of software lets
organizations focuses on further developing the brand reputation by
enhancing customer experience and attaining higher customer retention
ratios. Digital transformation helps organizations in adjusting to the
progressing technological scenario and can handle abrupt changes in the
business. All the more significantly, a significant piece of the market growth
will come from organizations putting resources into analytics, mobility, cloud
services, and big data technologies as a component of their development of
Digital Experience Platforms (DXP).

The wave of digitalization is surging ahead toward business growth
worldwide. All these aspects are enhanced through this transformation from
time-saving and cost reduction to better collaboration and communication.
It’s not a topic of the future. Instead, it’s happening currently, and we are a
part of it! From enhanced innovation and productivity to better management,
businesses can embrace digitalization to a great extent. Let’s check out the
major benefits.

Agility and Adaptability
Digitalizing the operations and functions of an organization leads to
enhanced productivity, agility, and adaptability to changing consumer needs.
It reduces manual interventions so that the business process proceeds
smoothly. Businesses are starting to utilize smart technologies such as
Artificial Intelligence, AR/VR, and what not to enhance their adaptability and
help customers get something unique and exciting.

www.froxx-industries.com
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Benefits of Digitalization For Businesses
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Digital Presence
When businesses digitalize themselves and show up in the online world,
people will start noticing them. Thus, their online visibility increases, which
eventually leads to business growth. The increment in using digital
marketing practices and communicating with customers helps a business
grow exceptionally.
Customer Relationship
Businesses exist to help customers. That’s why better customer
relationships are crucial for business growth. Here, digital transformation
helps boost business growth by understanding the customers more
effectively. Several technologies help understand consumer behavior and
thus help businesses live up to the changing demands and communicate
better.
Collaborations
Digitalization paves the way for a better analysis of business processes.
Furthermore, leaders can set better business goals, and different
stakeholders can have better communications through this. Organizations
can create roadmaps and enhance their strategies.

Conclusion
Digital transformation will prevail and keep growing. It means that newer
technologies will keep on emerging and enhancing. Technologies like AI and
ML are leading the digital world. They allow businesses to keep on
transforming and adapting to the market transitions better.
Source: https://www.grandviewresearch.com/
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Data-driven Insights
Digitalization also enhances accuracy in terms of transparency and tracking
of metrics. Furthermore, it also helps in enhanced optimization. As a result,
businesses can also predict customer behavior, make better decisions and
attain increased ROI.
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Visual Assistance How does it work?

Would just a video call with the customer resolve the situation?
When it comes to customer support, Remote Visual Assistance is the best
solution.
Let's start at the beginning when the customer needs support and asks for
assistance when his washing machine simply stopped working.
The customer calls support and the agent sends a link via text message.
It is not necessary to download any application, so the beginning of the
service is easy and fast.
That's when the magic happens.
The customer's screen is mirrored on the attendant's or technician's
computer and the technician assists the client in identifying the problem and
fixing it through visual assistance.
Benefits of Remote Visual Assistance:
1) Record interactions.
Interactions are all recorded and can be accessed through the company's
area. The recordings can be used for eventual audits and training.

www.froxx-industries.com
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Video calling apps are an important part
of our lives.
We chat with our friends and families,
work, and learn remotely.
These apps were created for the
purpose of connecting people, making
presentations, and collaborating on
work projects. And let's agree that they
fulfill their purpose very well!
But what about when we're talking
about remote support?
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2) It has drawing and markup tools.
The technician can stop the video and make appointments, so it is easier for
the customer to understand the instructions given by the attendant.
3) Photo and video capture tools.
It is possible to take photos and record videos of what the customer is
showing in the service.
4) Remote zoom button to highlight important elements of the customer's
reality.

The data can be correlated with other indicators, such as return on
investment (ROI) and operating costs, generating intelligence in customer
service.
Thus, it is possible to provide remote assistance directly to the customer or
to other technicians, in a collaborative way.
The attendant was able to identify the problem that was happening with our
customer's washing machine and has already scheduled a visit from a
technician who will take the right part for the repair.
Clear and resolute customer service.
No extra costs due to unnecessary visits.
When we're talking about Remote Visual Assistance, nothing beats having a
solution designed just for that!

www.froxx-industries.com
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5) In addition, the platform organizes records into management reports.
This information can be used to evaluate the performance of the support
team.
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Digitalization and Why
Businesses Are
Compelled To Go For
Digital Transformation
Everyone, including individuals and
businesses, knows that digitalization is
inevitable.
However,
the
global
pandemic has impacted every facet of
society,
forcing
organizations
to
embrace digitalization sooner than they
had expected.
Why Did The COVID-19 Pandemic Force
Many
Businesses
To
Embrace
Digitalization Sooner Than They Had
Expected?

In 2020, the world just realized that this already-existing tendency had to be
accelerated. By having an open-minded attitude about the benefits that
digital technologies can bring to people, processes, and businesses, we open
a new world of opportunities. In addition to business meetings and people
working from home, students are also taking classes from home on Zoom.
The credit for all of this goes to Digital Transformation.
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Eliminating the idea of technology boundaries enables us to reimagine each
aspect of a business's entire purpose and value-generation chain. The health
crisis pushed people and companies to be open to a digital mindset and
unlock previously unseen business model possibilities.
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How Has Technology Acted As A Lifeline For Many Businesses Throughout
The Pandemic?
Well, let’s be honest, both individuals and businesses couldn’t have gone
through the pandemic without modern technology. Technology has been
important for businesses throughout the pandemic for three reasons:
• Social distancing and lockdowns imply that a post-COVID-19 world will be
digital,
• Cloud computing is vital for keeping businesses running. More than ever,
companies can access cloud capabilities to solve their problems,
• Physical interactions and spaces are reimagined with remote solutions
bringing professional activities to the home or remote working areas.
FroXx focuses on offering companies the means to succeed in their Digital
Transformation journey. For example, applications using smart glasses
enhance and enrich personal interaction, changing how an organization and
its staff share information and take actions and decisions.

For decades, the IT industry has developed fascinating solutions and
changed the lives of countless people. Currently, thousands of companies
throughout the world are working on developing services with the potential
to revolutionize major production sectors in natural resources, industry, and
services.
Technology is the basis of all Digital Transformation initiatives, be it a new
project management software for internal use or specific digital products
created to appeal to new customers.
By using smart glasses integrated with a remote assistance platform
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Such Devices Are Used By Companies In The Industrial Sectors To Control
Their Internal Processes And For Remote Audits. Is FroXx also present in
these processes?
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a person conducting an audit can convert visual data into documents and
take photos or videos. An auditor will do all these actions and activities by
using voice commands. An expert conducting an audit can follow all
required steps in the process through smart glasses, access visual
instructions, and even videos, avoiding errors and possible gaps.

FroXx Industries

When an increasingly large percentage of the workforce is digital native, inhouse technology must be intuitive to use. This workforce understands our
current challenges and how to improve cognitive performance. In addition,
environmental, ethical, and social responsibility considerations are key in
using and developing new solutions.
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Mixed Reality
Applications in
Industry 4.0
In the future, digitalization will become
part of the entire value chain. FroXx is
helping players in Industry 4.0 to shape
the Digital Transformation in the
workplace.
FroXx makes ensures that people,
machines, technology, and processes
work in unity to meet the requirements
of Industry 4.0.
Here is what Rodrigo Beyer Fernandez,
C-level EVP, an expert in Edge
Technology, Digital Transformation,
Entrepreneur and Innovator has to say
about Mixed Reality and its applications for Industry 4.0.

Remember when you saw people around the corner looking for Pokemons?
One could say these guys were sort of “crazy” right? Actually, Pokemon
brought for the first time to the market Augmented Reality: they literally
augmented reality by extending it. Mixed Reality (MR) is slightly different
as it gives a full immersive experience where both real-world and digital
objects co-exist and interact in real-time, and it is a little bit more suitable
for industries. We know now we can augment reality, but we can use this
given reality and take it to the next level: that is what we call the
immersive experience. It will bring to us new horizons of usability,
especially in Industry 4.0, which is not only a trend but also a unique way
of use case that we can apply in this industry.

FroXx Industries

What can you tell us about Mixed Reality?

Can you tell us about its concrete applicability?
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Can you please give us a few examples of the usability of MR?
In Mixed Reality there are many! The question here is how we can use
Mixed Reality to help us achieve our targets. For example, getting more
efficient, having processes in place that will help you optimize the way
you do your own work, but also think about sustainability: how can I
reduce my carbon footprint and generate less emissions? It is a very
important topic, especially since the pandemic has shown us that we
need to think differently. The main part of the workforce is flexible
enough to get adapted to different circumstances.
What industries are you currently targeting?
At FroXx, we do target two segments of the Industry 4.0. The first
segment is around what we call the Towers companies. Just think about
the rollout of 5G: there will be a need of installing many new antennas,
right? We can help them with Mixed Reality by providing intelligence, a
process, and associated software. We have the capabilities to get those
installations shorter, more efficient, at lower cost while leveraging the
workforce which is already available for them. They don't need to retrain
the people and the workforce that have been rolling out when installing
the antennas for 3G and 4G. Instead, they can use the capability, the
embedded intelligence that they're going to provide throughout the
software and the processing embedded for the rollout.

The other segment of the same industry that we're targeting is the
infrastructure industry, more specifically the data centres. One of the
given pain point they have is what they call the “extended hands” or
“hands and eyes” type of work. That is something that is being done by
highly qualified engineers, typically inside the data centres on behalf of
their customers, or even their customers’ customers.
Can you illustrate their pain point with an example?
Just imagine this situation: there is a very big player sitting in the Silicon
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Promising! What about the second industry you are targeting?
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Valley and providing instructions towards a data centre in Frankfurt.
Today, there is a group of people flying to Frankfurt to make sure these
instructions and installations are carried out according to the
expectations of the central office out of the Silicon Valley. Now with MR,
we can short that up by providing an auditable, totally comprehensive and
efficient solution with very low carbon footprint, so these instructions
coming throughout the Silicon Valley are going directly to the field
operation or to the smart hands inside this given data centre.
Very interesting indeed. So, by targeting tower companies and data centres,
you must combine a lot of technologies to achieve your goals, right?
Indeed, and this will be a game changer as there will be a lot of help into
this segment of the industry 4.0. It’s all about automation, combined
analytics, having AI applied into our favour. In a nutshell, the motto of
FroXx and all the R&D we're working on right now is to “melt” the human
being with the hard work of the machines by providing the proper
solutions throughout the software, to combine that as a unit.

FroXx Industries

Nicolas Lycas,
Head of Business Development
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Surging Popularity of
Remote Visual
Assistance And It’s
Benefits
The post-pandemic need for remote IT
support continues to increase and will
remain dominant, according to 96% of
respondents of the research by
Splashtop. However, organizations are
navigating unsustainable levels of stress
and burnout and challenged with
maintaining IT support goals, hiring,
retention, and skills shortage.

65% of IT help desk teams report unsustainable levels of stress and burnout
95% say supporting remote users comes with new technology and
communication challenges but it is critical for effective flexible work
strategies
87% of organizations say the increase in BYOD was accelerated by the
pandemic and as a result, IT requires tools and processes that support a
wide range of device types, operating systems, and networks
42% say the ability to visualize end users’ environments via IT support
leveraging augmented reality (AR) has had a dramatic impact on resolving
issues
72% of respondents say remote support sessions deliver the best efficiency
and end-user satisfaction
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The report shows that:
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It’s clear that investments in support tools used to conduct remote sessions
are yielding measurable dividends. Organizations that have made a
significant investment in support tools are 2.1x more likely to rate their
remote session solutions as excellent. Considering the improvements in
efficiency and end-user experience made possible via remote session tools,
businesses should ensure they are appropriately prioritizing investments
these solutions.
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How Does Remote Visual Assistance Help?
Remote Visual Assistance technology helps businesses to provide their
services to clients remotely. You wouldn’t have to send someone to the
customer to resolve their issues as a business. Instead, you can connect
with them over the Remote Visual Assistance app and help them solve the
problems step by step.
1. Effortless and Convenient
Remote visual assistance is a hassle-free way of solving issues since it
works through a smartphone. It’s a simple process and makes tasks more
manageable.
2. Enhanced Productivity
It allows the expert to understand the customer’s issue quickly, and they
can take notes, which wouldn’t be possible through on-site work. It even
enhances the productivity of sectors such as inspections, and maintenance.
3. Quicker Response
Often some cases need urgent response. Remote visual assistance helps
with quicker responses since the customer and the expert are only an app
away. This technology uses video and several other AR tools that help to
understand the problem and implement solutions quickly.

Remote visual assistance is the future technology enabling us to work
faster, better, and more straightforwardly. It even leads to a 30% reduction
in time of solving errors and has a 20% improvement in call resolving rate.
Whether you're looking to reduce costs, increase efficiency or improve
customer satisfaction, FroXx Visual Assistance is the perfect solution for
your business in a permanent remote environment.
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What are The Outcomes
of Blockchain Integration
for Businesses?

FroXx Industries

Blockchain comes with the potential to
transform industries to a significant
level. Ever since the introduction of
Bitcoin, a cryptocurrency, in 2008, the
usage and awareness of Blockchain
technology have increased to a great
extent.
According to the research report
published by Polaris Market Research,
the global blockchain technology
market was valued at USD 5.85 billion in
2021 and is expected to reach USD
1,235.71 billion by 2030, to grow at a
CAGR of 82.8% during the forecast
period.
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Nowadays, innovators and tech leaders are realizing the spectacular benefits
of this technology. From finance to health, a plethora of sectors are starting
to integrate blockchain technology into
their work processes. Blockchain is decentralized, and this feature adds more
benefits to people. Let’s check out what are the outcomes of integrating
blockchain in businesses.
Enhanced Transparency
Each organization can keep separate databases if they don’t use blockchain.
However, since blockchain includes a distributed ledger, data and
transactions are possibly recorded the same way in multiple locations.
Hence, multiple participants can view the same information if they have
permissioned access. That’s why blockchain provides complete transparency.
Since the transactions are immutable, all participants will be able to check
the entire transaction history and virtually eliminate any opportunity for
fraud.
Higher Speed and Efficiency

Automating tasks is easier with the usage of smart contracts through
blockchain. Once you meet the pre-specified conditions, the transaction will
be triggered automatically, and there are no requirements for human
interventions. For example, if the customer provides all the documentation
and details in the insurance sector, the claim will be made automatically
without further ado.
Better Security
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Traditional processes can be time-consuming. In addition, it can also be
prone to human errors and require the inclusion of a third party. However,
blockchain streamlines such processes and makes everything automated. It
can lead to faster and more efficient transactions and doesn’t even require
changing papers.
Task automation
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Blockchain is far more safe compared to the traditional way of record
keeping. Each of the transactions or processes through blockchain
technology is encrypted and will be linked to the previous transaction. It’s
formed using a network of computers that together form a block.
When the block was added to a ledger, it formed a chain. Hence the name,
blockchain. It includes complicated strings and mathematical numbers
which are incorruptible and immutable. Hence, this technology is safe from
any hacks or falsified information.
Enhanced Traceability
Each time, the exchange of goods gets recorded through the blockchain
ledger. When that ha[p[ends, an audit trail takes place that traces the origin
of the goods. This helps improve security and prevent fraud in businesses
(especially exchange-related businesses). In addition, it verifies the
authenticity of goods to provide refutable proof of ownership.
The Bottom Line
Looking back at these and many other positive outcomes of blockchain

FroXx Industries

technology in businesses, we can say that it’s not a short-term technology.
This technology will stay and show its true value even more in the future. In
addition, it leads to high levels of trust, transparency, and efficiency in the
work done. People are more stress-free as this technology is highly secure.
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Disadvantages of Video
Calling – How Remote
Visual Assistance is More
Efficient For Businesses
Over the last few years, video calling
has become extremely demanded
globally. With the pandemic limiting us
to stay in our homes, the option for
businesses to continue was through
virtual technologies. In terms of virtual
technologies, video calls enable us to
see and talk to each other.
Along
with
bringing
better
opportunities, video calls also hold
business success due to certain
technological limitations. Remote visual
assistance comes into the light to solve such issues. Let’s discuss why video
calling is disadvantageous for businesses and how remote visual assistance
makes up for it.

Although video calling apps help businesses communicate through video
calls, it isn’t exactly what you would call effective communication. This is not
a fast and convenient way of connecting. Furthermore, businesses can’t use
such applications to scale up their growth.
Remote Visual Assistance Addressing To The Video Conferencing Issues
Can remote visual assistance solve this issue? The best part about it is that
you don’t have to appear on video when talking to someone. Rather than
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Not Exactly A Business Solution
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showing yourself, you will be showing the problem that needs a solution,
and the expert will explain and show you on your screen, using the functions
of the Visual Assistance application, what to click on. It’s better to solve
problems faster where experts can directly look into the matter that needs
assistance.
A remote visual assistance app will allow the expert to highlight the issues
and how to solve them, which makes things easier and businesses better.
In Short

FroXx Industries

Virtual technology is advancing every day. However, video conferencing
isn’t as beneficial as remote visual assistance in terms of results.
Furthermore, remote visual assistance can be much more beneficial when
integrated with AR. In addition, it depends on in-person expertise and is a
cost-effective and time-saving way of finding solutions.
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Why Do Businesses and
Marketers Need To
Transition to AR and VR
Technology?
Nowadays, marketers and businesses
are focusing on how they can positively
impact their customers. They want to
communicate with them and serve the
customers' best interests. How do they
make the clients' experience more
immersive? How can they become
better virtually and grab the interests of
potential clients? The answer lies in the
Transition to AR and VR technology. It's
a guaranteed sales booster and
probably a great result-driven idea for
businesses and marketers.

As per a report, AI, VR, and MR are expected to reach approximately $300
billion by 2024. These technologies are bringing changes for good and
helping to reform businesses.
Creates immersive, rich, and interactive environments
Engaging with customers and attracting them can be easier if businesses
have this immersive advanced technology. Leading brands are creating VR
marketing experiences for users to grab customer attention. AR also enables
creating a personal touch and obtaining additional information.
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How do AR and VR play a crucial role in improving businesses? Let's have a
look.
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When it comes to buying products or services, customers will be more
attracted to the concerts where they can try the services/products or feel
like they are doing so. It adds a personal touch and presents them with a
new and exceptional user experience while also expanding the try-beforeyou-buy concept.
Increasing brand awareness
AR and VR help both businesses and marketers to get more invisible on
social media platforms. Since they will have a personalized touch to their
businesses, they will flourish on the internet and get more user interactions
on social media platforms. It helps them build their brands online strongly
by using AR and VR.
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Personalized touch
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for better results.

Detailed analytics creation
AR and VR can integrate the analytics of social media and the web. As a
result, businesses will get real value from understanding the preferences
and behaviors of the users. Businesses and marketers can adapt to new
techniques based on the acquired data to attract clients through this
understanding.
Conclusion
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This is how AR and VR lead the technology world. Transitioning to using
these technologies can help businesses and marketers in the long term.
These technologies allow them to grab the viewer’s attention and use data
for better results.
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Top Tech Trends Leading
To Unlocked Innovation
in 2022
Organizations are gearing up for postpandemic growth. The pandemic made
us accustomed to the digital world.
Currently, businesses are thriving in the
field of advanced technology. Leaders
across different fields of the technology
industry are focused on finding new
ways to evolve their business and stay
ahead of the technological race.
The technology that businesses aim to
implement drives efficiency, agility and
speed throughout the business. Let’s
learn about the different tech trends in
2022 that will lead to unlocked
innovation in 2022.
Top 5 Tech Trends in 2022
Let’s discuss the tech trends in details below.

Businesses are starting to implement ML and AI into their ideas and
strategies. Why? Addressing pain points and finding effective solutions are
possible through AI and ML. Open-minded business leaders in 2022 are
exploring different ways to optimize their business performance and
increase productivity. All this is becoming increasingly possible and easier
through AI and ML.
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#1. AI and ML Towards Advanced Growth
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#2. Elevated Cloud Technology Driving Value
2022 is seeing increased usage of cloud computing. Organizations are
looking forward to cloud computing strategies. Although it has been
adopted in the past, its usage is getting accelerated due to the postpandemic situation. Organizations embrace cloud technology and use
hybrid approaches by combining private and public clouds.
#3. Expansion of the 5G and planning for 6G
Although the deployments for 5G have been going on form 2021, the covid
pandemic made a halt and hence there was only 12% penetration of 5G
devices at home as per a 2021 report. 5G is fast and enhances the powerful
usage of AL, IoT, and sensor technology. It’s like fuel to digitalization and
technological advancement in 2022.
#4. Meeting the metaverse
There is a whole new technological world being created—a world as in a
real-world where we will come alive differently. We will be inside our own
digital worlds and see the new capabilities of technology with the concept
of the metaverse. We will get to see smart cities, neighborhoods and
countries where the digital world will become the twin of the real world. In
our free time, the metaverse will provide us with a gateway to rest, play
games and socialize — all within the metaverse!

The ever-increasing popularity of smart devices and enhanced automation
has led to immersive changes. Nowadays, there are several new projects,
including the physical usage of technology. How>? There are drones,
robots, sensor-embedded devices, etc., that help us physically. Even
restaurants are adopting robots as waiters, and you would find deliveries at
some places.
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#5. Physical technology
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Take a closer look around you and see the world-changing. Over the horizon,
there’s a whole new world waiting for us by 2022. It’s only a matter of time
before we will see drones flying all around us for deliveries (more
extensively than now) and robots everywhere serving people. In addition,
people will use AI and ML in every sphere, including cyber security,
hospitality, health, and many other such industries and IT.
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Advancements with Ted
Danson - an episode
focused on AR/MR

With a look at FroXx Industries, viewers learn about its vision to unite
people, machines, technology, and processes in ‘Industry 4.0.’ Spectators
see how FroXx uses technology to facilitate an integrative interaction of
people within an organization.
“FroXx considers digital transformation as a crucial component for
advancing towards Industry 4.0,” says CEO and Founder Rodrigo Beyer
Fernandez.
Hearing from experts in the field, viewers also learn how FroXx supports
innovation by delivering integrated solutions and improved experiences
for identified IT key players.
“In the future, digitalization will become part of the entire value chain. We
look forward to exploring how FroXx is currently helping businesses to
shape the digital transformation throughout the workplace,” said Colin
Ferguson, producer for the Advancements series.
The link for watching the episode is in the QR code at the end of the booklet.
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Broadcast 1Q/2022 on CNBC,
Bloomberg, Amazon Prime etc, an
episode of Advancements with
Ted
Danson
focuses
on
innovations in Augmented Reality
(AR) and Mixed Reality (MR).
This segment looks at the
impacts of technology and how it
continues
to
transform
everything it touches – from the
way
people
interact
and
Annual
Increase
communicate
to the
way business
operate.
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FAQ

How efficient is augmented reality?
The rich immersive nature of AR enables heightens information retention
rates and effectively eliminates the need to rely on static slides and
cumbersome manuals. A study by CISCO showed that hands-on
experience such as with AR increased installation efficiency by 30% and
first-use accuracy by 90%
Is augmented reality environmentally friendly?
AR and VR can directly minimize environmental degradation by reducing
greenhouse gas emissions. For example, almost half of Americans went to
a movie theater in 2019. The amount of transportation emissions
associated with entertainment-related trips significantly contributes to
atmospheric pollution.

Who owns metaverse?
Roblox Corporation is focused on building a creator economy Metaverse
while offering an open gaming platform to let players create their own
digital and interactive worlds.
What are the advantages of augmented reality?
The biggest advantage of Augmented Reality is that it creates unique
digital experiences that blend the best of the digital and physical worlds.
Also, it does not need any special hardware or software to savor the
experience. Mainstream smartphones and mobile apps are sufficient to
experience Augmented Reality.
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Is VR and AR sustainable?
The answer is a resounding YES — AR and VR can contribute towards
environmental sustainability. One of the significant benefits of using AR
technology to preserve the environment is it does not require physical
presence.
"The initial results show that virtual reality helps promote sustainable
habits among adults. Undergoing the VR experience showed participants
how they could reduce the amount of plastic they consume, which
successfully translated into more sustainable real-world choices.
Virtual try-on technology helps consumers make more confident
purchasing decisions, which in turn helps to reduce returns, allowing
brands to reduce shipping waste and develop more eco-friendly,
sustainable experiences.
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Is augmented reality real?
Unlike virtual reality (VR), which creates a totally artificial environment,
AR users experience a real-world environment with generated perceptual
information overlaid on top of it. Augmented reality is used to either
visually change natural environments in some way or to provide additional
information to users.
Why is VR an innovation?
Virtual reality allows users to see objects and forms outside of the
physical realm, which will lead to new ways to preview buildings,
machines, and even cars before even a prototype is built. It will allows
educators to display concepts or medical procedures in a safe, secure
environment.
How has augmented reality impacted society?
AR makes new modes of storytelling and creative expression possible
with experiences unfolding in both our homes and public spaces.
Introducing new and alternate perspectives, it changes the way we tell,
share and even remember stories

What's the meaning of VR?
Virtual reality is a simulated 3D environment that enables users to explore
and interact with a virtual surrounding in a way that approximates reality,
as it is perceived through the users' senses.
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What is the idea of sustainability?
What is sustainability? Sustainability means meeting our own needs
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own
needs. In addition to natural resources, we also need social and economic
resources.
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How much does it cost to build a metaverse?
The above-mentioned generalized cost components are sufficient to
develop a fully decentralized metaverse at an estimated 15-20k $/month,
with approximately 5 virtual rooms and 20 users for the visiting rooms.
This cost estimation varies based on metaverse features and user
requirements changes.
Can I make my own metaverse?
Of course, as you might have guessed, creating a metaverse is an
advanced task. However, it is a lot simpler than you might think. When you
use the right Web3 tech stack, you can create your own metaverse with
your JavaScript or Unity skills.
Which is the biggest metaverse?
As one of the largest metaverse platforms, Decentraland offers unique
chances for learning as well as enjoying virtual experiences. Users can
purchase and sell virtual pieces of land alongside assets such as names
and avatars with the Decentraland Marketplace.

What are the pros and cons of AR?
Pros and Cons of Augmented Reality.
PROs:
-Enhanced Experience.
-Ease of Use.
-Social Interaction.
-Learning and Practice.
-Improved Technology.
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What are the limitations of augmented reality?
Some other disadvantages of AR are as follows.
-Unaffordable. Augmented reality is expensive to create, and some AR
apps are too complex for the average user. ...
-Privacy and Security Problems. ...
-Promote Risky Behavior. ...
-Addiction and Fatalities are major disadvantages of AR. ...
-More health issues.
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CONs:
-Expensive.
-Assaults Confidentiality.
-Accidental Situations.
-Addiction.
-Psychological Effects.
What are the problems of augmented reality?
Technical Issues With Augmented Reality Training (e.g. hardware,
content, and user difficulties) Limited Augmented Reality Training
Content Capabilities. Vendor Issues When Outsourcing Extended Reality
Training. Augmented Reality Training Can Be Less Immersive Than Other
Modalities.
Is AR Better than VR?
VR is 75 percent virtual, while AR is only 25 percent virtual. VR requires a
headset device, while AR does not. VR users move in a completely
fictional world, while AR users are in contact with the real world. AR
requires higher bandwidth than VR.

What is the future for augmented reality?
While product development is still in the preliminary stages, augmented
reality products and applications alone are forecast to become a $165
billion market by 2024. At this time, the global industry is expected to see
an 80% surge in AR products, with over 5 billion in annual mobile app
downloads.
Does Amazon have virtual try on?
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Is AR bigger than VR?
"There's virtual reality and there's augmented reality -- both of these are
incredibly interesting," Cook said in the interview. "But my own view is
that augmented reality is the larger of the two, probably by far." Cook's
preference could provide a clue into what Apple's been working on in the
fields of AR and VR.
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In the U.S. and Canada, customers can access Virtual Try-On for Shoes by
opening the Amazon shopping app on iOS and searching “Virtual Try On”
in the search bar, which will guide them to the Virtual Try-On for Shoes
home page.
What are the benefits of virtual try on?
Virtual try-on helps consumers in the decision-making process. They get
to experiment with products at their own pace until they find the right
choice for them. For instance, they might play around with accessories in
different colors to see what works with the outfit they have on.
What are the 3 elements of augmented reality?
AR incorporates three features: a combination of digital and physical
worlds, interactions made in real-time, and accurate 3D identification of
virtual and real objects.
Who invented augmented reality?
The first AR technology was developed in 1968 at Harvard when computer
scientist Ivan Sutherland (named the “father of computer graphics”)
created an AR head-mounted display system. In the following decades,
lab universities, companies, and national agencies further advanced AR
for wearables and digital displays.

What are the 3 types of virtual reality?
Types of virtual reality. There are three main types of virtual reality used
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Where is augmented reality most used?
Real Use Cases for Augmented Reality
1. Medical Training. ...
2. Retail. ...
3. Repair & Maintenance. ...
4. Design & Modeling. ...
5. Business Logistics. ...
6. Tourism Industry. ...
7. Classroom Education. ...
8. Field Service.
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today to transform the world around us, including non-immersive, semiimmersive, and fully-immersive simulations.
How far are we from full dive VR?
Stores like Ready Player One aren't set too far in the future. That one
happens in 2045. For the moment, Sword Art Online-style full-dive VR is
out of reach. But with things like NeuraLink on the horizon, we may have
our own version of The Oasis before too much longer.
What are some good examples of augmented reality?
Best Current Examples of Augmented Reality
-IKEA Mobile App. ...
-Nintendo's Pokémon Go App. ...
-Google Pixel's Star Wars Stickers. ...
-Disney Coloring Book. ...
-L'Oréal Makeup App. ...
-Weather Channel Studio Effects. ...
-U.S. Army.

What are the 4 types of sustainability?
The term sustainability is broadly used to indicate programs, initiatives
and actions aimed at the preservation of a particular resource. However, it
actually refers to four distinct areas: human, social, economic and
environmental – known as the four pillars of sustainability.

What are the 3 principles of sustainability?
What is sustainability? The principles of sustainability are the foundations
of what this concept represents. Therefore, sustainability is made up of
three pillars: the economy, society, and the environment. These principles
are also informally used as profit, people and planet.
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What Does augmented reality replace?
While AR superimposes digital information on the physical world, VR
replaces physical reality with a computer-generated environment. Though
VR is used mostly for entertainment applications, it can also replicate
physical settings for training purposes.
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Is Augmented Reality hard to implement?
If the hardware is getting better… what's the problem? Building good AR
& VR applications is incredibly difficult right now, though not because the
development is hard. Game engines like Unity are surprisingly good for
making AR & VR applications and they're relatively easy for developers to
learn.
What's the biggest challenge with AR and VR convergence?
AR/VR Device Challenges Need to be Overcome
There are numerous limitations with AR/VR devices currently on the
market. Perhaps the field of view (FOV) is the biggest. Today, these
devices have a FOV of up to 90 degrees, compared to the 190 degrees
horizontal and 120 degrees vertical for normal human vision
What are the negatives of virtual reality?
On the downside, many users have reported nausea due to VR headsets
playing tricks on their senses. Additionally, people have reported
eyestrain due to the large number of visual stimuli you often experience in
virtual reality. Motion sickness is a potential hazard when it comes to
virtual reality.

What is the future of virtual reality?
Virtual Reality is one of the technologies with the highest projected
potential for growth. According to the latest forecasts from IDC Research
(2018), investment in VR and AR will multiply 21-fold over the next four
years, reaching 15.5 billion euros by 2022.
Is AR ethical?
Ethical questions around AR include user safety, information overload,
violation of privacy, and harmful social effects. Ethical issues lead
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What are the advantages of augmented reality?
The biggest advantage of Augmented Reality is that it creates unique
digital experiences that blend the best of the digital and physical worlds.
Also, it does not need any special hardware or software to savor the
experience. Mainstream smartphones and mobile apps are sufficient to
experience Augmented Reality
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to wide-spread criticism against the public use of products such as smart
glasses
Is the future AR or VR?
AR is expected to overtake the VR market spending as early as this year
or by the next year. According to a report by Valuates, the VR and AR
market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 63.3 percent between 2018 and
2025. It will reach $571 billion CAGR by 2025.
Does augmented reality require WIFI?
There are some obvious big differences in AR & VR — Augmented Reality
(AR) is still largely phone-based, mainly used for placing CGI objects over
real-time video, and requires an always-on, strong internet connection
What are the risks of augmented reality?
Sophisticated hackers could substitute a user's AR for one of their own,
misleading people or providing false information. Various cyber threats
can make the content unreliable even if the source is authentic. These
include spoofing, sniffing, and data manipulation.

Who is the leader in AR technology?
Apple. Apple is a leader in developing technology with the goal of making
life easier. It's increasingly using AR to enhance the physical world. Apple
has the world's largest AR platform, with hundreds of millions of ARenabled devices, as well as thousands of AR apps available on its Apps
Store.
Is augmented reality profitable?
Just how Augmented Reality Solutions can profit your business is a
question with endless possibilities for answers. As per reports, AR is
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What tech is used in AR?
Modern mobile augmented-reality systems use one or more of the
following motion tracking technologies: digital cameras and/or other
optical sensors, accelerometers, GPS, gyroscopes, solid state compasses,
radio-frequency identification (RFID). These technologies offer varying
levels of accuracy and precision.
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expected to become a $ 100 billion industry in 2020. In fact, many are
expecting AR to lead the consumer industry, with AR products like
headsets and apps getting popular, too.
Who invented virtual reality?
The first virtual reality headset was created in 1968 by American
computer scientist Ivan Sutherland and his student, Bob Sproull.
What are the 4 elements of virtual reality?
Virtual Reality comprises 4 primary elements: virtual world, immersion,
sensory feedback, and interactivity.
What problems can AR solve?
The augmented reality in retail stores is solving some of the most
common and tedious problems. Tasks like inventory management, product
listing tracking, and reporting, enhancing the user experience and more is
just a matter of few clicks now

Will AR replace smartphones?
The combined market for AR and VR headsets is expected to grow tenfold
from 2021 through 2028, and for the future yet to come, AR could
potentially replace that one gadget that our lives depend on so much —
our smartphones.
What is XR convergence?
Convergence: one device to rule them all.
XR could replace all the other screens in your life, like that big TV in your
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Will AR replace computers?
Augmented Reality As a Universal Display Device
So, could augmented reality replace every screen you use today? The
short answer is yes. In principle it could become the only digital display
system you'd need. After all, you'd have the ability to conjure virtual
“screens” anywhere you want
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living room. Mobile XR has the potential to become one of the world's
most ubiquitous and disruptive computing platforms—similar to the
smartphone today. Learn more about our XR vision.
How big is augmented reality market?
In terms of revenue, the Augmented Reality (AR) market size was valued
at US$ 15.2 billion in 2021 and is projected to reach around US$ 90.8
billion, by 2028. Based on the component segment, the hardware sector is
anticipated to dominate the market.
What are the disadvantages of augmented reality?
Drawbacks or disadvantages of Augmented Reality (AR)
➨Lack of privacy is a concern in AR-based applications. ➨In AR, people
are missing out on important moments. ➨ Low-performance level is a
concern that needs to be addressed during the testing process. ➨It
requires basic learning to effectively use AR-compliant devices.

What problem does virtual reality solve?
VR is now commonly used for training because people can have a safe
environment to make mistakes and learn. It can also be a cost-effective
way of delivering training in an agile way. Understanding of others and
connecting to people of different races, genders, or disabilities can also
be improved by the use of VR.
Is Hololens AR or VR?
The Hololens is Microsoft's take on augmented reality, which they call
“mixed reality”. Using multiple sensors, advanced optics, and holographic
processing that melds seamlessly with its environment, These holograms
can be used to display information, blend with the real world, or even
simulate a virtual world.
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What is AR in simple words?
Augmented reality (AR) is the integration of digital information with the
user's environment in real-time. Unlike virtual reality (VR), which creates a
totally artificial environment, AR users experience a real-world
environment with generated perceptual information overlaid on top of it.
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How does XR technology work?
This type of XR uses advanced computer technology, graphics, and input
systems that allow learners to co-exist and interact with physical and
digital objects in real time. With mixed reality, learners can direct their
vision in 360° across an entire space and in every direction.
What is virtual realism?
WHAT IS VIRTUAL REALITY? Virtual Reality (VR) is a computer-generated
environment with scenes and objects that appear to be real, making the
user feel they are immersed in their surroundings. This environment is
perceived through a device known as a Virtual Reality headset or helmet.

What are the Advantages of AR?
-Enhanced Experience. One of the benefits of Augmented Reality is that it
can provide an enhanced experience. ...
-AR will be Easy to Use. ...
-Supports Business Activities. ...
-Educational Advantages of Augmented Reality. ...
-Improved Technology. ...
-Unaffordable. ...
-Privacy and Security Problems. ...
-Promote Risky Behavior.
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Who are the key players in augmented reality?
Key Market Players:
-PTC Inc. (US),
-Seiko Epson (Japan),
-Microsoft (US),
-Lenovo (Hong Kong),
-Samsung Electronics (South Korea), and
-Apple (US).
The top players have adopted merger & acquisition, partnership,
collaboration, and product launch strategies to grow in the global
augmented reality market.
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Can VR and AR work together?
Generally, AR and VR are utilized in industry sectors such as finance,
healthcare, construction, and retail. But, can augmented reality, along
with robotics and virtual reality, work together? Yes! Together,
augmented reality, robotics, and virtual reality can be the "Three Amigos"
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What are the professional ethics of augmented reality?
Ethical concerns that designers should consider when developing VR/AR.
products include physical, psychological, moral, and social concerns.
Physical concerns include health and safety issues such as dizziness,
falling down, or tripping over equipment while immersed in a scenario
(Behr et al., 2005).
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Extended Reality (XR), associated technologies, use
cases and useful insights" is a booklet for applied XR
solutions in specific industries. The booklet presents
data from the latest research, provides tips for starting
your digital transformation story, includes interviews
with experts and explains Extended Reality technology
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